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Overall objective of the workshop

This workshop, gathering Mediterranean stakeholders and experts, aims to define:

A regional process for the monitoring of the implementation of the Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable Development 2016-2025 in relation with the adaptation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) to the Mediterranean region.

This workshop is a first step of a long term process
To select about 30 priority indicators for the monitoring of the selected actions (indicators core set)

in order to define the process needed for an efficient monitoring of the MSSD 2016-2025
What to monitor?

- The implementation of the actions proposed in the MSSD: the level of implementation and gaps in the objectives in terms of actions (for example, the number of countries complying with an action).

- The progress of sustainable development issues: A sustainability dashboard in relation to the objectives in terms of sustainability (for example, reduction in greenhouse gas emissions).

Both
What kind of Indicators?

Some **Process indicators** for monitoring the implementation of the actions promoted in the MSSD

Some **Results Indicators** for monitoring the progress towards the sustainable development targets / sustainable development goals

A core set of indicators (~30 indicators) related to the MSSD objectives and actions
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